Visual Art FINAL PORTFOLIO
You have made it to the end of Art 1!
Now it’s time to pull it all together and show what you have accomplished this year!
This assignment will be counting as the majority of your Final Exam grade (essentially a quarter grade),
so it is very important that you complete this assignment to the best of your ability! You will be creating
a portfolio, a culmination of your year in Art 1! This portfolio will be submitted onto CANVAS as a Google
Slide Presentation. Use this sheet as a checklist. Example slides are on class website under FINAL or you
can find a link on CANVAS under the assignment.

SLIDE No.1: Cover/Introduction Slide
Your cover slide is an introduction to you and the purpose of the portfolio. Information that must be
included is as follows:
❏ First and Last Name ❏ Class and class period (either Art 3R, 5R, 2B, 4B, 6B) ❏ “Title” (one original to
you and creative) For example - A Look Back: Jane Doe’s Art Portfolio!

SLIDE No.2: Portrait
We will take this picture during class if time permits. Leave a slide blank and ready. If you miss that class
or we do not get a chance to take the picture in class, put an appropriate selfie on this slide.

SLIDE No.3: Journal Entry
Visual Art in our World: Imagine that our school district, like some in other states, is debating whether to
keep art in our schools due to budget cuts. ❏ Why is visual art important to your education? ❏ How do
we use it in the real world?

SLIDE No.4: KWL Chart
❏ Describe something about visual art you already knew before you started this course ❏ Describe
something you wanted to learn ❏ Describe something you learned this year

SLIDE No.5: Critique
Give your teacher advice on how to improve her class, explain with each answer you give. ❏ What were
some things that hindered your learning? ❏ What were some things that advanced your learning or
made learning and creating easy or fun? ❏ What would you change about the class? ❏ What would
you keep the same?

SLIDE No.6: Advice Write a short paragraph giving advice to students that will take my class next year.
(4-6 sentences)

SLIDE No.7 – 14 Show-off with Slideshow
8 images total (2-3 Studio Projects) and (5-6 Sketchbooks) Each slide has to have each of the following
for full credit! Make each image as large as it can be with title on slide!
❏Title of Studio Project or Sketchbook as Slide Header
❏Image of artwork (straightened, cropped and edited) as previously required on CANVAS
STUDIO PROJECTS: ❏2D-Design ❏Day of the Dead ❏Sgraffito
SKETCHBOOKS: ❏ Zentangle Animal ❏ Eye Spy ❏Choice 1 out of 3 - Edgar Allan Poe/Monster +
Robots/Fear ❏ Metamorphosis + Hybrid ❏ Contour Line Face ❏ Common Multiples ❏ World In A Jar
❏ Identity Silhouette ❏ Zoom-In + Multiple Views ❏ Dream Dessert ❏ Tree House

Visual Art FINAL PORTFOLIO
Slide No. 15: STUDIO PROJECT Reflection
❏ What was your least favorite or most difficult studio project assignment? Explain WHY? ❏ What was
your most favorite studio project assignment? Explain WHY?

Slide No. 16: STUDIO PROJECT Commentary
Choose 1 Studio Project ❏ Title of Studio Project ❏ COMMENTARY: What was the goal of the project
and how did you choose achieve it? ❏ Describe what you did with your process and media ❏ Analyze
your work with the Elements of Art (like we do with the Titan’s Charge in sentence format) What EOA’s
are most dominant in the artwork?

Slide No. 17: SKETCHBOOK Reflection
❏ What was your least favorite or most difficult sketchbook assignment? Explain WHY? ❏ What was
your most favorite sketchbook assignment? Explain WHY?

Slide No. 18: SKETCHBOOK Commentary
Choose 1 Sketchbook ❏ Title of Sketchbook ❏ COMMENTARY: What was the goal of the project and
how did you choose achieve it? ❏ Describe what you did with your process and media ❏ Analyze your
work with the Elements of Art (like we do with the Titan’s Charge in sentence format) What EOA’s are
most dominant in the artwork?
➽ SUBMIT SLIDESHOW on CANVAS by 9pm the night before your exam!

MH FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE:
Friday, June 15th - BLOCK 1 and BLOCK 2
Monday, June 18th - BLOCK 3 and BLOCK 5
Tuesday, June 19th - BLOCK 4 and BLOCK 6
Wednesday, June 20th - BLOCK 7 and make-up exam

